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We propose a ballistic spin interferometer using a square loop(SL) geometry, where an incident electron
wave packet is split into a pair of partial waves by a “hypothetical” beam splitter. These electron partial waves,
then, follow the SL path in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions, respectively, so that they interfere
with each other at the incident point, retaining the spin degree of freedom. We find that the backscattering
probability of an incident electron can be largely modulated by varying the magnitude of the Rashba spin-orbit
coupling constanta. We propose to make the proposed spin interferometry experiment using an artificial
nanostructure fabricated in, for example, In0.52Al0.48As/ In0.53Ga0.47As/ In0.52Al0.48As quantum wells.
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Exploitation of spin degree of freedom for the conduction
carriers provides a key strategy for finding new functional
devices in semiconductor spintronics.1–4 A promising ap-
proach for manipulating spins in semiconductor nanostruc-
tures is the utilization of spin-orbit(s.o.) interactions. In this
regard, lifting of the spin degeneracy in the conduction(or
valence) band due to the structural inversion asymmetry is
especially called “Rashba effect,”5,6 the magnitude of which
can be controlled by the applied gate voltages and/or specific
sample design of the heterostructure.7,8

In the present work, we propose a ballistic spin interfer-
ometer (SI) using a square loop(SL) geometry, where an
electron spin rotates by an angleu due to the Rashba effect
as it travels along a side of the SL ballistically. The use of the
SL geometry for a SI is contrasted with our previous pro-
posal of a SI using a ring(circular) geometry.4 There, we
assumed that electrons in the interferometer travel along the
curvature of the ring ballistically as well as adiabatically
(without scattering), retaining both the dynamical spin phase
and the geometrical Berry phase. In reality, experimental
verification of such a SI has not been an easy task,9–11 be-
cause(1) electrons have to travel along the whole circle of
the ring without scattering in order for us to see the predicted
spin interference effect and(2) the universal conductance
fluctuation(UCF),12 which is caused by the presence of ran-
domly distributed elastic scatterers in the ring, would cover
the signal of the spin interference. It is expected that these
hurdles found in a SI using a circular loop would be circum-
vented in a SI using SL’s. In a SL geometry,(1) electrons are
required to travel ballistically only along sides of the SL.
Electrons would, then, experience spin-preserving scattering
(reflection) at each corner of the SL. This makes the consid-
eration of the geometrical Berry phase unnecessary, because
the spin preserving reflection of electrons is a nonadiabatic
process, which simplifies the model calculation.(2) Other
advantages of using SL’s include the geometrical feasibility
of two-dimensional arraying for diminishing the effects of
the UCF and the Aharonov-Bohm(AB) oscillation13 as we
discuss later.

An electronic band structure for a two-dimensional elec-
tron gas(2DEG) that is confined in an potential well suffi-
ciently asymmetric to induce the Rashba effect has a spin

splitting in the conduction band. We are aware of another
mechanism that induces spin splittings due to the bulk inver-
sion asymmetry, so-called “Dresselhaus term,”14 which we
leave as a future research topic. The energy dispersion rela-
tion for a system with the Rashba effect is given byE
="2k2/2m* ±ak, wherea is the Rashba spin-orbit coupling
constant and + and − signs are for spin up and down states,
respectively, for a given wave vectork. For example, assum-
ing k i x̂ and taking the spin basis alongz axis (perpendicular
to the 2DEG plane), we can write these two spin states as

Ck↑ ;
1

2
S1 − i

1 + i
Deik x

and

Ck↓ ;
1

2
S1 + i

1 − i
Deik x,

respectively(spin pointing in the ±y direction), in the plane-
wave approximation.

Let us first consider the mechanism of spin precession for
k i x̂. In this case, wave vectors for the spin-up and -down
states at a given energy(e.g., Fermi energy) are written as
k =sk7Dk,0 ,0d, where − and + signs correspond to spin-up
and -down states as defined above, respectively, andDk
=m*a /"2+Osa2d. Making a linear combination between
these states, one can construct a following spin coherent
state:

Ck ;
1
Î2

sCk−Dk↑ + Ck+Dk↓d

=
1

2Î2
HS1 − i

1 + i
Deisk−Dkdx + S1 + i

1 − i
Deisk+DkdxJ

= eik x 1
Î2

ScossDk xd − sinsDk xd
cossDk xd + sinsDk xd

D . s1d

We see thatCk can be written as a product between the
plane-wave parteik x and the spin state vector part
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1
Î2

ScossDk xd − sinsDk xd
cossDk xd + sinsDk xd

D ,

which exemplifies the motion of spin precession asCk
propagates alongx axis:

1
Î2

S1

1
D → S0

1
D

3polarized in the

+ x direction

sDk x= 0d
4 3polarized in the

− z direction

sDk x= p/4d
4

→ 1
Î2

S− 1

1
D → and so on.

3polarized in the

− x direction

sDk x= p/2d
4

The proposed SI in the present work is illustrated in Fig.
1, where three totally reflective mirrors are placed at three
corners of the SL and a beam splitter, the property of which
is defined below, is placed at the fourth corner. We also apply
an external magnetic fieldB in the z direction. In this SI, an
incident electron is injected to the beam splitter from path 1.
The injected wave packet is, then, split into two equally
weighted partial wavesC1 andC2, whereC1 follows path 1
(toward the +y direction) andC2 follows path 2(toward +x
direction). We note that any junction with more than two
leads attached to it would do the job of the beam splitter
experimentally, since an electron wave injected from a lead
to the junction would be split into multiple partial waves that
propagate through the other leads attached. Thus, explicit
introduction of the beam splitter is unnecessary experimen-
tally. Similarly, any junction with two leads attached would
do the job of the reflective mirrors, since electrons in a lead
would be led to the other lead through the junction. The
specularity of the mirrors should be optimized experimen-
tally.

The quantum mechanical state of the incident electron
(before passing through the beam splitter) can be written as

Ci = Spath 1

path 2
D =1S

a

b
D

S0

0
D 2 , s2d

where s a
b

d represents a general spin state vector(aa* +bb*

=1) using the spin basis alongz axis. The property of the
beam splitter introduced above is defined by the following
unitary operator:

U =
1
Î2

SI I

I − I
D , s3d

whereI denotes the 232 identity matrix. Thus, we applyCi
to U,

UCi =1
1
Î2

Sa

b
D

1
Î2

Sa

b
D 2 ; SC1

C2
D . s4d

We note that partial wavesC1 andC2, subsequently, propa-
gate through the SL path in the clockwise(CW) and coun-
terclockwise(CCW) directions, respectively.

Now, we consider the interference between the partial
wavesC1 andC2 when they come back to the incident point
after passing through the SL paths. It is noted that the plane-
wave parts of the CW and CCW paths are related to each
other by the time reversal symmetry, i.e., the time reversal
path of the CW path is the regular CCW path, and vice versa.
The interference of this type manifests itself in(1) the weak
localization (or weakantilocalization) phenomena in diffu-
sive conductors15 and (2) the magnetoresistance oscillation
with a period corresponding to the magnetic flux half quanta
F0=h/2e, denoted as the Al’tshuler-Aronov-Spivak(AAS)
oscillation.16 From Eq. (1), we can see that both partial
wavesC1 and C2 acquire an equal phase factoreik4L from
the plane-wave part after passing through the SL path, where
L is the side length of the SL. Therefore, we can safely
neglect the plane wave part of the wave function when dis-
cussing the spin interference effect in the present SI.

Let CCW describe the electron spin that emerges onpath
2 as a result that partial waveC1 passes through the CW
path:

CCW = eif/2R−ŷsudR+x̂sudR+ŷsudR−x̂sudC1

; eif/2AC1 → path 2, s5d

whereRĵsuds sĵ= ± x̂ , ± ŷd denote quantum mechanical rota-

tion operators for spin 1/2 aboutĵ direction by an angleu
applying the right-handed screw rule.

Rĵsud = I cos
u

2
− i ĵ · s sin

u

2
, s6d

wheres is the vector expression of the Pauli spin matrices.
In Eqs. (5) and (6), u is the spin precession angle that an
incident spin pointing +z direction would experience while
traveling through a side of the square in the presence of the

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for the proposed spin interferometer
in a square loop geometry. An incident waveCi is split by the beam
splitter at the lower left corner.
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Rashba effectsu=2DkLd and ei f / 2 is the phase factor ac-
quired from the vector potential that is responsible for the
magnetic fieldB sB i ẑd piercing the SLsf=2eBL2/"d. In a
similar way, CCCW is the spin state vector describing the
partial wave that emerges onpath 1 as a result that partial
waveC2 passes through the CCW path:

CCCW = e−if/2A−1C2 → path 1. s7d

CCW andCCCW hit the beam splitter from path 2 and path
1, respectively, and form the final(interfered) state for the
electron wave,

Cfinal ; SC18

C28
D = U−1SCCCW

CCW
D

=
1
Î2

SI I

I − I
DSe−if/2A−1C2

eif/2AC1
D , s8d

where we used the unitarity ofU. We find,

C18 =
1

2
fe−if/2A−1 + eif/2AgSa

b
D

=1SX + Y cos
u

2
Da + s1 − idY sin

u

2
b

s1 + idY sin
u

2
a + SX − Y cos

u

2
Db2 , s9d

where X=cossf/2dhcos2su/2d+sin2su/2dfcos2su/2d
−sin2su/2dgj, andY=2 sin sf /2dsin2su /2dcossu /2d. We note
that the probability that an incident waveCi is backscattered
to path 1 is given by the inner productkC18 uC18l, which is a
function of the initial spin states a

b
d. We consider the spin

interference effect for the case that an incident electron is
spin unpolarized. We let

Sa

b
D =1 cos

z

2
eix/2

sin
z

2
e−ix/22 , s10d

and calculate the expectation value ofkC18 uC18l for an unpo-
larized incident spin using the following formula:

kphysical quantityl ;
1

4p
E

0

p

sin z dzE
0

2p

dx

3kphysical quantity to be averagedl.

s11d

We shall see thatkC18 uC18l contains terms proportional to
uau2− ubu2, a*b, andab* . It is easily shown that the expecta-
tion values of these terms become zero for an unpolarized
incident spin using Eq.(11) . We finally obtain

kC18uC18l = X2 + S1 + sin2 u

2
DY2

=
1

2
+

1

4
scos4 u + 4 cosu sin2 u + cos 2udcosf

;
1

2
+ Asudcosf. s12d

We note that the oscillation ofkC18 uC18l as a function off
corresponds to the AAS oscillation in mesoscopic physics,
whose amplitude is given by Asud= 1

4scos4 u
+4 cosu sin2 u+cos 2ud in the present calculation. We plot
Asud as a function ofu in Fig. 2.

Experimentally, we propose to fabricate an array
of micron-sized SL’s in In0.52Al0.48As/ In0.53Ga0.47As/
In0.52Al0.48As quantum wells(QW) using conventional nano-
lithographic techniques, where we investigate the amplitude
of the AAS oscillation16 aroundB=0 as a function of the
applied gate voltage. We illustrate an example of the SL
array sample in Fig. 3, where electrons in the shaded region
are depleted by the nano fabrication process. The undepleted
white region consists of six SL’s and every neighboring pair
of the loops is electrically connected at the middle of the
side. Note that the incident electrons are injected from the
sides of the SLs in Fig. 3, not from the corners as we as-
sumed in the theoretical model. In fact, our further theoreti-
cal investigation showed that the magnitude ofkC18 uC18l
does not depend on where to inject the incident electron in
the perimeter of the SL.17 Therefore, the gate-voltage depen-
dence of the AAS oscillation amplitude for a sample de-
scribed by Fig. 3 should still be predicted byAsud.

In an actual SL array sample, the lengthL should ideally
be smaller than the electron mean free pathl, though it still
has to be large enough for the spin precession angleu to be
gate-controllable to a significant extent. Values ofL about
1.5 mm would satisfy these requirements atT=0.3 K. The
width W for the channel should be smaller thanL, though, of
which values should be optimized experimentally. In actual
samples, the number of SL’s that should be arrayed two-
dimensionally is much larger than six in order to diminish
quantum fluctuations(QF’s) like (1) the AB oscillation with

FIG. 2. Amplitude of the oscillatory part of the backscattering
probability kC18 uC18l in the proposed spin interferometer as a func-
tion of the spin precession angleu along a side of the square loop.
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the period corresponding to the magnetic flux quantah/e and
(2) the UCF. Both of these effects, which manifest them-
selves in a single-loop sample as QF’s of the electric con-
ductance as a function ofB and the applied gate voltage,
respectively, are expected to be averaged out to zero by ar-
raying a number of SL’s.18 For the measurements, we pass an
electric current across the whole array and measure the elec-
tric resistance there that is related tokC18 uC18l as a function
of B at temperatures typically lower than 0.3 K.

In a QW system with the Rashba effect, spin precession
angleu is given by

u = 2DkL =
2am*

"2 L. s13d

In the In0.52Al0.48As/ In0.53Ga0.47As/ In0.52Al0.48As QW sys-
tem, the magnitude ofuau is typically 2310−12 eV m.8 The
variation ofa value that can be achieved by the applied gate
voltage is approximately ±5310−13 eV m. For example, for
sample 3 in Ref. 8, usingm* =0.047m0 (the effective mass at
Fermi energy) andL=1.8 mm, u can be varied from 0.29p to
p (the correspondinga values are 0.4310−12 eV m and
1.4310−12 eV m, respectively) by the applied gate voltage.
With this variation ofu, we see that the value ofAsud is also
varied from the minimum value[Asud=−0.5 foru=0.64p] to
the maximum value[Asud=0.5 foru=p]. This result predicts
that the amplitude of the AAS oscillation should be drasti-
cally modulated(sometimes even change signs) by the ap-
plied gate voltage in the actual experiments.

In summary, we propose a ballistic spin interferometer
using a square loop(SL) geometry. In this model, a pair of
electron partial waves is created by a “hypothetical” beam
splitter at the incident point of the interferometer, where one
partial wave follows the square path in the clockwise direc-
tion and the other does in the counterclockwise direction.
These partial waves, then, meet each other again at the inci-
dent point, where the spin interference should take place.
We propose to use a SL array fabricated in In0.52Al0.48As/
In0.53Ga0.47As/ In0.52Al0.48As quantum wells to test the results
of the present model calculation, where thea (Rashba con-
stant) values in this material system have been already stud-
ied quantitatively using the weak antilocalization analysis.8
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FIG. 3. An illustration of the array of nanolithographically de-
fined square loops that we propose to use for testing the proposed
spin interferometry experiment. Each square loop has its corners cut
at an angle of 45° to reflect the electrons coming from a side to the
other side. The whole array is covered with a gate electrode for the
control of the value of the Rashba constanta by the applied gate
voltage. A typical lengthL for the side of the square loop is 1.5mm
and the size of the channel widthW should be optimized
experimentally.
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